**ROSETTA®**

**FIRE PIT KIT**

*Shown with gas insert upgrade*

www.rosettahardscapes.com
FEATURES:

- Modern, linear proportions
- Freshly quarried stone texture complements a variety of applications
- Fast installation with large blocks and perfectly planned kits
- Kit consists of 16 blocks and heavy-duty 14-gauge steel fire ring

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS:

1. Familiarize yourself with the construction details shown in this sheet.
2. Mark out a 5-ft x 5-ft square at the location for your fire pit.
3. Excavate for drain stone base (min. 6”).
4. Fill excavation with drain stone. Level and compact the stone.
5. Place blocks per the construction details shown on this sheet. Ensure that the base course is level before stacking the second course. (The use of polyurethane concrete adhesive between courses is optional.)
6. Once the blocks are placed, set the steel liner in the center of the fire pit, with the lip resting directly atop the block.
7. Add additional drain stone to the center of the fire pit until the stone covers the bottom (1) inch of the steel liner. This will secure the liner in place.

WARNING! Do not place the fire pit directly atop a patio surface. Instead, the fire pit should be “cut in” to the patio surface to avoid damage to the patio caused by conductive heat transfer.